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Executive Summary

About This Ebook
Organizations are relying more heavily than ever on third-
party data handling, and this trend is on the rise. The IT 
outsourcing market is set to reach US$425.19 billion by 2026, 
according to a 2021 report by Mordor Intelligence. 

The steady increase of these third-party relationships comes 
with a major downfall — third-party risk. 

When your organization gives a third-party vendor access 
to its sensitive data, it takes on the risks of that vendor. As 
such, if your organization suffers from a data breach or other 
security incident at the hands of a third-party vendor, you 
entirely own the aftermath. 

Effective third-party risk management (TPRM) is crucial to any 
organization wishing to avoid the headlines.

Gartner’s Third-Party Risk Management Survey 2021 found 
that 51% of organizations have suffered from one or more 
security incidents while navigating through the COVID-19 
pandemic. 

Now, more than ever, organizations must acknowledge, 
manage, and mitigate third-party risk.

“51% of organizations have suffered 
from one or more security incidents 
during the COVID-19 pandemic"
Source: Third-Party Risk Management Survey 2021, Gartner
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Who is this for?
This ebook is intended for executives and business leaders 
who wish to enrich their understanding of cyber risk. Its 
content deep dives into the specific cyber risks that arise 
from outsourcing data handling to third parties. Although 
there are references to technical information, this ebook 
addresses cyber risk from a business perspective.

What will be covered?
• What is cyber risk? Why does it matter for businesses?

• How the information economy affects the trust between 
customers and businesses

• Real-world examples of data breaches arising from 
third-party data handling

• How to build a resilient digital ecosystem of vendors

What is UpGuard?
UpGuard is a cybersecurity platform that helps global 
organizations prevent data breaches, monitor third-
party vendors, and improve their security posture. Using 
proprietary security ratings, world-class data leak detection 
capabilities, and powerful remediation workflows, we 
proactively identify security exposures for companies of all 
sizes.
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Introduction

What is Cyber Risk?

Cybersecurity risk is the probability of exposure or loss resulting 
from a cyber attack or data breach on your organization. A 
better, more encompassing definition is the potential loss or 
harm related to technical infrastructure, use of technology, or 
reputation of an organization.

Organizations are becoming more vulnerable to cyber threats 
due to the increasing reliance on computers, networks, 
programs, social media, and data globally. Data breaches, a 
common cyber attack, have an extremely negative business 
impact and often arise from insufficiently protected data.

Global connectivity and the increasing use of cloud services 
with poor default security parameters means the risk of cyber 
attacks from outside your organization is increasing. What 
could historically be addressed by IT risk management and 
access control now needs to be complemented by sophisticated 
cyber security professionals, software, and cybersecurity risk 
management.

Decision-makers need to make risk assessments when 
prioritizing third-party vendors and have a risk mitigation 
strategy and cyber incident response plan in place for when a 
breach does occur. 

http://www.upguard.com
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Why is Cyber Risk 
Important?

As digital transformation gained 
traction in organizations and began to 
expand, technological concerns were 
often confined to the IT department. 
Technology is now so thoroughly 
integrated with business operations 
that it has become a core pillar of every 
contemporary organization.

As such, the risks posed by that portion 
of the business are no longer limited 
to IT either. Breaches and outages are 
business problems first and technical 
problems second. Consider the 
following in the wake of a major cyber 
incident:

• Customer and public reaction

• Legal action taken

• Ongoing reputational damage

In all three cases, the damage resulting 
from a cyber incident affects the 
company as a whole, not just the piece 
responsible for the error. 

As the brand is held responsible, its 
representatives, executives, and the 
board must bear the brunt of the 
public outcry, facing professional and 
even personal repercussions for the 
mishandling of customer trust. Ongoing 
reputational damage leaves a stain on a 

company’s history, even if the incident 
occurred with a vendor. 

For example, in June 2021, Volkswagen 
revealed that sales and marketing 
data records compiled between 2014 
and 2019 had been left unsecured by 
the organization’s vendor. This data 
was breached in March 2021 by an 
unauthorized third party. 

Personally identifiable information 
(PII) of over 3.3 million customers 
and potential buyers were exposed, 
including phone numbers, postal and 
email addresses. Information regarding 
vehicles that were purchased, leased, 
or inquired about during this time was 
also breached, alongside additional PII 
of some customers and prospective 
buyers.

Volkswagen now faces a class action 
lawsuit as those affected are left at a 
high risk of fraud and identity theft.

Ironically, executives rarely have 
visibility into the IT operations, in-
house and outsourced, that lead to 
breaches and outages. This oversight 
is why surfacing and visualizing cyber 
risk is a key business function. Without 
doing so, there is no way to proactively 
protect the business against such 
threats.

http://www.upguard.com
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How Do Third Parties 
Generate Cyber Risk? 

What is Third-Party Risk?

Third-party risk is any risk brought on to an organization by 
external parties in its ecosystem or supply chain. Such parties 
may include vendors, suppliers, partners, contractors, or service 
providers, who have access to internal company or customer 
data, systems, processes, or other privileged information.

While an organization may have strong cybersecurity measures 
in place and a solid remediation plan, outside parties, such as 
third-party vendors, may not uphold the same standards. These 
third-party relationships can increase vulnerabilities by providing 
an easier way for potential threats to attack even the most 
sophisticated of security systems.

The 2021 Cost of a Data Breach Report from IBM found the 
average cost of a data breach rose by $380,000 between 2020 
and 2021 from US$3.86 million to US$4.24 million. 

“The average cost of a data breach in 
2021 is US$4.24 million."
Source: Cost of a Data Breach Report, IBM, 2021

http://www.upguard.com
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The Information 
Economy

Many organizations outsource 
information processing, such as 
analytics, to other companies that 
specialize in this field. Through 
outsourcing, organizations can 
access the value of their data without 
dedicating a large resource base to it, 
while other companies are able to thrive 
solely by handling third-party data. 
This widespread practice is especially 
prevalent at the largest scales of 
business, with some organizations 
employing several information vendors 
at a time.

At this scale, datasets are typically 
extremely large, with millions of 
rows of information about as many 
unique individuals. The power of 
analytics emerges with large datasets, 
revealing trends, sectors, and 
areas for improvement. Often these 
datasets include sensitive customer 
information: personal details, Social 
Security numbers, credit card numbers, 
purchase and browsing history, credit 
reports, medical information, and so on.

When an organization outsources 
information work, it also outsources the 
business risk of that information. 

Even if a vendor is directly responsible 
for losing or exposing data, the primary 
organization is held accountable due 
to the established trust it holds with its 
customers.  

Trust Relationships

In today’s highly competitive market, 
customers are overwhelmed with 
choice when choosing products and 
services.

Organizations must rely heavily on 
establishing trust with their customers 
to differentiate their offerings, build 
brand loyalty, and optimize retention. 
These trust relationships can take years 
to build, but only seconds to destroy.

When a third-party data handler 
exposes a primary organization’s 
sensitive data, it negatively impacts 
this trust relationship. Organizations are 
wholly accountable for any operational, 
financial, and reputational damage 
which arise from security incidents like 
data breaches, regardless of how the 
breach occurred.

http://www.upguard.com
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Real-World Examples
Many of the largest and most well-known breaches are 
cases of third-party information exposure.

Over 100 Customers 
Compromised in 
Accellion Supply Chain 
Attack
In December 2020, technology 
company Accellion was illegally 
attacked by unidentified hackers 
that compromised its legacy file-
sharing system, FTA. The attackers 
used a combination of web shell 
attacks and zero-day exploits to take 
advantage of an unpatched software 
vulnerability. This incident was 
part of a wider supply chain attack 
that breached the sensitive data of 
over 100 of Accellion’s customers, 
including Singtel, ASIC, Allens, Kroger, 
and the New Zealand Central Bank.

Kaseya Crippled by 
Supply Chain Attack
In July 2021, Florida-based IT 
company Kaseya was hit by a 
devastating supply chain attack. 
The Russian ransomware gang REvil 
launched a supply chain attack to 
distribute their ransom software. REvil 
compromised Kaseya VSA servers 
and was using them to deploy and 
distribute their ransomware. Several 
hundred organizations were impacted, 
including Kaseya VSA software 
customers and multiple Managed 
Service Providers (MSP) that use the 
VSA solution.Sweden’s state railways 
and a major pharmacy chain were 
affected, as well as 800 stores from 
the grocery chain Coop.

U.S Government Cyber Attack Largest Breach in the 
Nation's History
In March 2020, a malicious code was injected into the U.S government’s internal systems 
through an IT update from its network-monitoring vendor, SolarWinds. The attackers used a 
supply chain method of attack, where malicious code is introduced into a system through a 
compromised third party. The cyber attackers accessed the Microsoft Office 365 account 
of the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA), uncovering a 
swathe of internal communications between several federal agencies.

http://www.upguard.com
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How to Protect Your Business 
From Third-Party Risk

Create a Vendor Inventory
Who are your vendors? You firstly need to accurately identify who 
your vendors are. A third-party vendor is any person or organization 
who provides a product or service to your organization, who does not 
work at your organization, e.g. manufacturers and suppliers, service 
providers, short and long-term contractors, and external staff. The 
inventory should be kept up-to-date and extend to fourth parties 
(your third-party vendor’s vendors).

UpGuard helps you find, track, and monitor the security posture of 
any organization instantly. You can categorize vendors, compare 
them against industry benchmarks, and see how their security 
posture is changing over time.

http://www.upguard.com
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Develop a Vendor Assessment Process
After creating a comprehensive inventory of vendors, you need 
to develop a vendor assessment process. Organizations use this 
process to assess and approve potential third-party vendors and 
suppliers to ensure they can meet all contracted stipulations and 
agreements. At this stage, you should include a vendor questionnaire 
template to streamline the onboarding of new vendors and the 
assessment of current vendors.

UpGuard offers a library of pre-built security questionnaires, mapped 
to recognized security frameworks, such as ISO 27001 and NIST CSF. 

The platform also allows you to set deadlines and send reminders to 
ensure vendors receive and complete your questionnaire, and track 
the status of each outgoing questionnaire.

http://www.upguard.com
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Use Vendor Tiering
Most large organizations manage 
hundreds or thousands of vendors, 
with each posing differing levels of 
risk. Each risk tier has a unique due 
diligence and risk assessment process, 
and other tier-specific requirements, 
meaning your information security team 
will need to individually categorize each 
vendor accordingly. They will also need 
to engage with vendors to prompt risk 
profile questionnaire completion and 

communicate the importance of TPRM 
within the organization.

Managing such a large number of 
vendors requires prioritization of high 
risk over lower risk vendors. However, 
it is still essential to regularly assess all 
vendors against the same standardized 
checks to ensure nothing falls through 
the cracks.

How UpGuard Helps
UpGuard’s Vendor Tiering feature 
allows you to classify your vendors 
based on the inherent risk they pose 
to your organization and adjust the 
level of assessment you perform on 
each vendor as a result.

http://www.upguard.com
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Continuously Monitor Your Vendors
Managing third-party risk is not a “set-and-forget” endeavor. Vendor 
questionnaires should not only be part of the onboarding process 
but also be completed on at least an annual basis. Vendors require 
continuous monitoring, with regular assessments and checks to 
ensure their security posture is healthy.

With these considerations in mind, it is clear that effective TPRM 
requires significant time and resources. Information security teams 
must attend to all other facets of your organization’s security program 
and may not have the necessary capability to thoroughly manage 
third-party risk.  

CyberResearch by UpGuard helps organizations mitigate their third-
party risks by fully managing third-party risk and data leak detection.

CyberResearch is powered by a team of cybersecurity analysts who 
can manage the entire TPRM process for your organization. 

http://www.upguard.com
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Conclusion
Ultimately, your organization's board of directors and senior management are 
responsible for managing third-party relationships. The identification and control of 
associated risks should be held to the same standard as activities that were handled 
from within the organization.

Despite the numerous risks that arise from third-party relationships over the vendor 
life cycle, many organizations still do not manage third-party risks as diligently as 
internal ones. Executives must manage third-party risk throughout the entire vendor 
life cycle, from pre-purchase to onboarding to continuous monitoring once vendors 
are active. 

Handling a TPRM program effectively is a labor-intensive task for security teams. 
Your organizations must dedicate the significant time and resources needed to 
develop a comprehensive TPRM program.

Alternatively, you can invest in automated TPRM tools that allow you to continuously 
monitor your entire third-party attack surface and perform regular vendor 
assessments throughout the lifecycle.

Third-party data breaches are accounting for an increasing number of security 
incidents in today’s information economy. This attack vector should be front of mind 
for both infosec professionals and executives as the consequences reach far beyond 
the IT department. 

Failure to manage these risks can leave organizations exposed to regulatory action, 
financial action, litigation, reputational damage, and can impair the organization's 
ability to gain new customers or retain existing ones.
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Questions? We have answers

Know your vendors. Secure yourself.

We're here to help, shoot us an email at 
sales@upguard.com

Looking for a better, smarter way to protect 
your data and prevent breaches?

UpGuard offers a full suite of products for 
security, risk and vendor management teams.

Trusted by hundreds of companies worldwide
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